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Crescendo

MS2 spectra Abstract. A search engine that discovers more peptides reliably is essential to the
progress of the computational proteomics. We propose two new scoring functions (L-
andP-scores), which aim to capture similar characteristics of a peptide-spectrummatch
(PSM) as Sequest and Comet do. Crescendo, introduced here, is a software program
that implements these two scores for peptide identification. We applied Crescendo to
test datasets and compared its performancewithwidely used search engines, including
Mascot, Sequest, andComet. The results indicate that Crescendo identifies a similar or
larger number of peptides at various predefined false discovery rates (FDR). Impor-
tantly, it also provides a better separation between the true and decoy PSMs,
warranting the future development of a companion post-processing filtering algorithm.
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Introduction

Database search of tandem mass spectra is a central com-
ponent of modern-day computational proteomic systems.

Its basic function is to assign every experimental MS/MS
spectrum to a peptide candidate that is derived from in silico
digestion of a protein sequence database using predefined
protease specificities. In order to obtain these peptide-
spectrum matches (PSMs), a search engine usually relies on a
scoring algorithm that measures the similarity between the
experimental and theoretical MS/MS spectra, a challenge that
has been tackled by a number of software packages, including
Sequest [1], Mascot [2], X!Tandem [3], Andromeda [4],
OMSSA [5], and Comet [6].

Specifically, a tandem mass spectrum is generated upon the
fragmentation of a selected peptide precursor ion in a mass
spectrometer. It usually contains numerous peaks, with each
indicating the mass-to-charge ratio (x-axis) and the signal
intensity (y-axis) of a fragment ion. Theoretical m/z of the
fragment ions can be calculated for a peptide candidate based
on its amino acid sequence following a relatively well-

understood procedure [1]. The challenge of peptide-spectrum
matching, however, arises when fragmentation efficiency of
different amide bonds within a peptide is drastically different,
generating fragment ions with variable intensities. In addition,
the intensity of these ions can be further distorted by the
physical limitation of mass analyzers (in particular ion traps
that have a low mass cutoff [7]).

The existing search engines use either correlation- or
probability-based scoring algorithms to process the informa-
tion of occurrences of predicted peaks and their intensities, both
of which are known to be important in designing a good
scoring function. A correlation-based search engine, such as
Sequest, evaluates the intensity correlation between peaks in
the experimental and predicted spectrum [1]. For probability-
based (peak-counting) algorithms, noise peaks are usually re-
moved. The remaining peaks in the de-noised spectrum are
then compared with the theoretical ones, with the shared ions
fed into a statistical model to obtain a final score. Andromeda
[4] and OMSSA [5] belong to this category. Although Mascot
does not reveal its algorithm, it is widely speculated that its
scoring function is also based on peak-counting [2].

Here, we describe the development of a newMS/MS search
tool, Crescendo, which aims to blend the two above-mentioned
approaches. It defines two new search scores (L- and P-scores).
The L-score measures the closeness between the experimental
and theoretical MS/MS spectrum, whereas the P-score mea-
sures the uniqueness of the match. Although the definitions are
vastly different, the L-score can be seen as alternatives to the
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XCorr score used by Sequest and Comet, whereas the P-score
is comparable to the e-value used by Comet. The design of the
two scores is based on empirical evidence, with the goal of
achieving higher sensitivities (by using the L-score) and better
specificities (by using the P-score) for PSMs. Ultimately, the L-
score and the P-score will be used jointly, in the same fashion
as in Percolator or PeptideProphet. However, the focus of this
article is to propose the two search scores and compare their
performance with their counterparts used by existing search
engines. A post-processing technique based on semi-
supervised learning will be addressed in a separate paper.

Experimental
Reagents

The Universal Proteomics Standard (UPS1), which is com-
posed of a mixture of 48 human proteins (5 pmol of each)
ranging in molecular weight from 8000 to 80,000 Da, was
purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. All other reagents were
obtained from Sigma unless indicated otherwise.

Sample Preparation and Mass Spectrometry
Analyses

The UPS1 set was dissolved in buffer A (2 M urea, 100 mM
NH4HCO3 pH 7.8), and was reduced (2 mM DTT, 20 min at
RT), alkylated (50 mM iodoacetamide, in dark for 20 min at
RT) and digested ( t rypsin, Promega, at a 1:100
enzyme:substrate ratio overnight on a rocker at RT) [8, 9].
The resulting peptides were desalted using C18 SepPak solid-
phase extraction cartridges following instructions from the
manufacturer (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) .

HepG2 cells (a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line)
were lysed in 8M urea (20 mMHEPES, pH 7.0). Proteins were
reduced, alkylated, and digested using the above-mentioned
conditions. The resulting peptides were desalted using C18
SepPak solid-phase extraction cartridges. These peptides were
further separated by strong-cation exchange chromatography
(SCX) [8]. Briefly, lyophilized peptides were resuspended in
500 μl SCX buffer A (5 mM KH2PO4, pH 2.65, 30% acetoni-
trile) and injected onto a SCX column (polysulfoethyl
aspartamide, 9.4 mm×200 mm, 5 μM particle size, 200 Ǻ pore
size, PolyLC). Gradient was developed over 35 min ranging
from 0% to 21% buffer B (5 mM KH2PO4, pH 2.65, 30%
acetonitrile, 350 mMKCl) at a flow rate of 2 mL/min. Nineteen
fractions were collected and lyophilized. Peptides were then
desalted again using SepPak C18 cartridges.

Peptides (from the UPS1 sample or HepG2 SCX fractions)
were subject to LC-MS/MS analyses using a Thermo LTQ
Velos Pro Orbitrap, Thermo-Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA mass
spectrometer. Peptides were eluted over a 75-μm i.d. × 15 cm
analytical column packedwithMaccel C18 3-μm, 200-Å beads
(The Nest Group, (Southborough, MA, USA)), using a gradi-
ent developed from 7% to 32% acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid
at 300 nL/min over the course of 90 min. A top 20 method [10]

was used for collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments,
in which the isolation window, minimal signal threshold, and
normalized collision energy were set to be 2 Th, 500 and 35 ev,
respectively. The MS1 Orbitrap resolution was set to be 60,000.

Data Processing

We compared the performance of Crescendo with three search
engines that are widely used in the proteomics community, name-
ly, Sequest (embedded in Thermo Proteome Discoverer, v1.4),
Mascot (v2.3), and Comet (2014. 02, rev.02). For Crescendo and
Comet, the original RAW files were converted to the mzXML
format using msconvert in the Proteowizard Tool package [11]
using the default parameters. For Mascot, RAW files were con-
verted to mascot generic files (MGF) by msconvert, with the MS/
MS spectra extracted with the peak picking switch turned on.

All searches were performed against a concatenated protein
database that is derived by attaching a decoy database to the
International Protein Index (IPI) database for human, version
3.60. The decoy database was constructed by reversing the
amino acid sequence for every protein in the original database.
In addition, we included, within this sequence database, contam-
inants that are commonly observed in proteomic experiments [4]
and their reverse sequences. The decoy option for all four search
engines was turned off. To make the comparison between dif-
ferent search engines easier, only tryptic peptides with 2+ and 3+
charges were considered.We allowed amaximum of twomissed
cleavage sites for each peptide, and considered cysteine
carboxamidomethylation and methionine oxidation as a fixed
and variable modification, respectively. The maximal number of
modification on a peptide was set to be 3. A mass error of up to
50 ppm was allowed for precursor ions. For Comet, the param-
eters that control the fragment bin in MS/MS experiments were
set to be their default values, namely fragment_bin_tolerance =
1.0005 and fragment_bin_offset = 0.4. We also set the
isotope_error to be 1 so that Comet performs isotope error
searches. For all other search engines, fragment ions were re-
quired to fall within 0.5 Th of their expected m/z values. PSMs
with less or equal to six amino acids were discarded.

Although each search engine can have multiple peptides
matched to the same MS/MS spectrum, only the top-ranked
peptide was retained for further processing. For example, in the
case of Crescendo, the top-ranked peptide is the one with the
highest L-score because the peptide hits are sorted by their L-
score. Similarly, the top-ranked peptide for Sequest or Comet
has the highest XCorr score. For Mascot, the top-rank peptide
is chosen based on the Mascot probability-based score.

Results and Discussion
Database searching using Crescendo is composed of the fol-
lowing steps: (1) pre-process the experimental MS/MS spectra,
including the removal of precursor ions, as well as low-
intensity peaks that are considered to be noise. In this step,
we also sort the experimental MS/MS spectra according to the
molecular weight of their corresponding precursors. (2) For
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each protein in the sequence database, we segment it into
peptides based on the protease specificity defined by the user.
Additionally, fixed and variable modifications are also consid-
ered in this step. All the resulting peptide sequences are saved
into a queue Q. (3) For each peptide candidate within Q, we
calculate its theoretical molecular weight. We then find all the
experimental spectra for which the precursor mass falls within
a user-specified error window. We calculate their scores using
the algorithm to be described in the next section. (4) After all
the peptides in Q are processed, we output all the matched
peptide candidates, sorted by their L-scores (from high to low),
for each MS/MS spectrum. The results could potentially be
further used by post-processing algorithms including percola-
tor [12] and PeptideProphet [13].

The most critical part in pre-processing the MS/MS spec-
trum is to filter peaks that are caused by noise. The benefit of
this step is 2-fold: (1) It reduces the number of ions that are fed
into the search engine. Considering the large number of MS/
MS spectra generated in a shotgun proteomic experiment, the
resultant improvement on the search speed is substantial. (2)
Removing noise peaks can potentially improve the score of a
correctly matched peptide, resulting in a better separation be-
tween the true and false positive matches. In Crescendo, we
employ a widely used approach [14] for the removal of low-
intensity noise peaks, in whichwe divide the entirem/z range of
an MS/MS spectrum into intervals of 100 Da, and keep only
the top 12 peaks from each interval.

After pre-processing, the spectrum is used for the calcula-
tion of two (L- and P-) scores. The definition of the L-score is
as follows. Let N be the total number of theoretical fragment
peaks for a candidate peptide. Among them, N+ peaks can be
found in the experimental spectrum, leaving K† non-zero frag-
ment ion peaks in the experimental spectrum unmatched. We
further define K ¼ Mmax−Mmin

2δ −N , where Mmax and Mmin are the
maximum and minimum m/z values of an experimental MS2
spectrum; δ is the user-defined mass tolerance for the fragment
ions in MS/MS spectra.

When Nþ
N > Kþ

K , for a given peptide candidate Ωk, the L-
score is written as follows:

ΛL Ωkð Þ ¼ Nþlog
Nþ

Kþ

� �
þ N−Nþð Þlog N−Nþ

K−Kþ

� �

þ N log
K
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: ð1Þ

When Nþ
N ≤ Kþ

K , the L-score is defined as zero.
Equation (1) can also be rewritten in the exponential form:

eΛL Ωkð Þ ¼ Nþ

Kþ

� �Nþ
N−Nþ
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K

N
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Note that for an experimental MS/MS spectrum, N + K is a
fixed number. N† + K† is also fixed, which is the total number

of non-zero peaks in the experimental spectrum. Because N† is
the number of the theoretical fragment peaks that can be found
in the experimental spectrum, a higher N† indicates a better
match between the two. In Figure 1a, we plot the L-score (Y-
axis) as a function ofN†(X-axis), with the assumption that there
are 300 non-zero peaks in the experimental spectrum and the
total number of peaks in the theoretical spectrum is 100 (i.e.,N†

+ K†=300 and N=100). In this case, we sought to mimic
peptides with the same length (N), but with different numbers
of matched fragment ions (N†). One can see that for peptide
candidates that have N theoretical peaks, the L-score is a
monotonically increasing function of N†, which is the number
of theoretical peaks that are actually matched to an MS/MS
spectrum. Moreover, because the exponential form of the L-
score in (2) is a superexponential function of N†, L-score is
very sensitive to the changes in N† (Figure 1a).

In Figure 1b, we plot the L-score (Y-axis) as a function of N
(the number of peaks in the theoretical spectrum, X-axis), while
keeping the number of matched peaks to 40. In this case, we
sought to mimic peptide candidates that are of different lengths
(N), but have the same number of matched MS2 ions (N†).
Under these conditions, the L-score monotonically drops as N
increases. Roughly, the L-score is, therefore, more of a function

of the ratio Nþ
N . Because N is directly linked to the length of a

peptide, having the L-score as a function of this ratio can
mitigate the bias of more favorable scores for larger peptides
(Figure 2).

The second score in Crescendo is termed as the P-score.
Assuming that there are total of M peptides matched to an
experimental spectrum, the P-score is written as

Λp Ωkð Þ ¼ log
eΛL Ωkð Þ

XM

i¼1;i≠k
eΛL Ωið Þ

0
B@

1
CA ð3Þ

The P-score measures the uniqueness of a candidate peptide
Ωk for an MS/MS spectrum. Note that the summation in (3) is
performed on all peptide candidates exceptΩk, which provides
a global view of the degree of separation between Ωk and the
rest of the peptides for a specificMS/MS spectrum. This is akin
to the e-value computed by Comet [6], which is an improve-
ment over the ΔCn score employed by Sequest that only
measures the difference between the top two ranked peptides.
In practice, because of the limitation on the floating numbers
representable by a computer, we cap the P-score at 38.

To test the performance of Crescendo, we conducted shot-
gun proteomic analyses of the Universal Proteomics Standard
(UPS1), which is composed of an equal molar mixture of 48
human proteins. Proteins were digested, and were subject to
LC-MS/MS analyses using CID on a Thermo LTQ Velos Pro
Orbitrap mass spectrometer. The CID data (contains a total of
26,620 MS/MS spectra) were searched against a concatenated
database composed of proteins in the human protein sequence
database (IPI v3.60) and their reverse sequences. On a Lenovo
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ThinkStation S20 PC with an Intel Xeon W3550 3.06 GHz
CPU, which has four physical cores/eight virtual cores and
16 GB RAM, it took 179 s to search the CID data (8 threads)
using Crescendo. Because of the simplicity of the sample, we
deemed top-ranked PSMs that represented peptides from the
UPS1 proteins as true hits. The decoy PSMs, on the other hand,
were spectra that matched to peptides in the reverse database.

As shown in Figure 3a, the true and decoy PSMs from the
UPS1 dataset had distinct but overlapping distribution of the
Crescendo scores. Visual inspection revealed, however, that a

majority of the true PSMs tended to have larger L- and P-
scores. As a benchmark, we also searched the same dataset
using Sequest and Comet, from which we obtained a similar
distribution pattern for Sequest (XCorr and ΔCn score)
(Figure 3b), and for Comet (XCorr and –log[e-value])
(Figure 3c). It appears that the decoy PSMs reported by Cre-
scendo occupy a smaller area on the scatter plot (compare
Figure 3a with Figure 3b and c). As a more quantitative
indicator of the degree of separation between the true and
decoy PSMs, we used linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
[15] and calculated their corresponding maximal Fisher discrim-
inant ratio, which is defined as (m1−m2)

T(Σ1+Σ2)
−1(m1−m2). In

this case, m1 andm2 are the centers of the true and decoy PSMs,
respectively, whereas Σ1 and Σ2 are their covariance matrices.
Indeed, the maximal Fisher ratio was determined to be 2.916,
2.634, and 2.224 for Crescendo, Sequest, and Comet, respec-
tively, indicating a better separation of the two populations (true
and decoy PSMs) by using Crescendo.

For the UPS1 data, the number of UPS1 peptides (top-
ranked PSMs, no post-search filtering) detected by Crescendo,
Sequest, Comet, andMascot were 4272, 3566, 4729, and 4296,
respectively (Supplementary Table 1, search parameters for
these search engines are shown in Supplementary Tables 2–
5). The average sequence coverage for these search engines
ranges from 71.17% to 72.13%. One noteworthy observation is
that Comet detected the largest number of peptides. Its average
sequence coverage, however, is similar to both Crescendo and
Sequest, indicating the additional peptides identified by Comet
are the redundant ones. Closer examination of the search results
by Comet reveals that the parameter isotop_error plays an
important role in correcting erroneously assignedmonoisotopic
peaks in MS1 spectra. When it was turned off (set to 0), Comet
reported only 2853 UPS1 peptides. We therefore keep this
parameter fixed at 1 (turned on) throughout the paper.

For each search engine, we next applied the target-decoy
strategy [16] to calculate the number of peptides identified at
specific false discovery rate (FDR) thresholds. Peptides were

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Change in the L-score as a function of the number of matched peaks and peptide lengths. (a) For various peptide
candidates (with a fixed length of N) of a given MS/MS spectrum, the L-score (y-axis) is a monotonically increasing function of the
number of matched peaks (N+, x-axis). In this case, we assume N++K+=300 and N=100. (b) For various peptide candidates (with a
fixed number of matched peaks, N+) of a given MS/MS spectrum, the L-score (y-axis) is a monotonically decreasing function of the
number of theoretical peaks (N, x-axis) of a candidate peptide. In this case, we assume N++K+=300 and N+=40

Figure 2. The contour map of L-scores for different values ofN
and N+. In this case, we assume that there are 300 peaks in an
experimental MS/MS spectrum (N++K+=300). Each color-
coded line represents candidate peptides with a fixed L-score,
which can be approximated by a linear function ofN+=aN+b. For
example, the contour line for L-score of 20 has a≈0.2, b≈14. To
achieve the same L-score, longer peptides (N) need to have
more matched peaks (N+). Furthermore, the increase of N+

should be proportional to the increase of the total number of

theoretical peaks (i.e., ΔN
þ

ΔN ≈a)
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sorted, and then selected based on a search score (i.e., the L-
and P-scores for Crescendo, the XCorr score for Sequest and
Comet, the e-value score for Comet, and the probability score
forMascot), until the number of decoys PSMs reached a certain
percentage (FDR) in the pool of total PSMs. As discussed in
the previous section, the Crescendo L-score is comparable to
XCorr used by Sequest and Comet, and Mascot’s probability-
based score, whereas the Crescendo P-score is comparable to
the e-value by Comet. For Sequest, in addition to using a single
XCorr score to calculate the FDR, we also implemented a
discriminant score, which is a linear combination of the XCorr,
ΔCn, and SpRank scores. This discriminant function is obtain-
ed by using LDA, with its coefficients determined by using a
dataset of 17 purified known proteins [17].

For the UPS1 dataset, using either the P-score or L-score of
Crescendo led to the identification of more peptides, compared
with Sequest (using either XCorr score or the LDA score) and
Mascot, within the range of FDR we considered (Figure 4a).

Comet seems to be the best search engine, as its e-value score
and XCorr score outperformed the Crescendo P- and L-scores,
respectively. However, one important point when interpreting
these results is that there are many factors that can impact the
number of peptides a search engine can identify. Among them,
the MS1 recalibration algorithm that corrects the wrong pre-
cursor (monoisotopic) m/z and charge state assigned by the
mass spectrometer can play a substantial role. Each search
engine has different implementation of such algorithms. As
noted, the MS1 recalibration program (coupled with its MS/
MS scoring algorithms) of Comet is better fitted for the analysis
of simple protein mixtures, resulting in the identification of
more UPS1 peptides with or without post-search FDR filtering.

The focus of this paper is to compare the performance
of the Crescendo L- and P-scores against MS/MS peptide-
spectrum-matching algorithms used by existing search en-
gines. We, therefore, sought to mitigate the contribution
from a different MS1 recalibration program and, in so

(a) (b)

(c)

Crescendo

Comet

Search engine Fisher ratio 

Crescendo 2.916

Sequest 2.634

Comet 2.224

(d)

Sequest

Figure 3. Distribution of the scores of the PSMs from CID analysis of the UPS1 sample using various search engines: (a) L- and P-
scores for Crescendo (the P-score was capped at 38); (b) XCorr and ΔCn scores for Sequest; and (c) XCorr score and E-value for
Comet. Because of the simplicity of the sample, we deemed top-ranked PSMs that represented peptides from the 48 proteins in
UPS1 as true hits. The decoy PSMs, instead, were those spectra that match to peptides in the reverse database. True PSMs are
indicated in red, whereas decoy hits are shown in blue. To unmask each population, the order of overlay (true versus decoy PSMs) is
also switched between the top and bottom panel. The degree of separation between the true and decoy PSMs for each search
engine is represented by the corresponding Fisher ratio, which is shown in (d)
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doing, to evaluate whether the use of these new scores can
result in better separation between true and decoy peptides.
The UPS1 sample provides the information of the maximal
true positive PSMs that could be identified by a search
engine. These PSMs correspond to the top-ranked ones that
can be mapped to the proteins that are known to be present
in the UPS1 sample. On the other side, post-search filtering
provides the number of positive PSMs at specific FDR
thresholds.

In order to determine the Bspecificity^ for each score used
by various search engines, we calculated the Bnormalized pep-
tide number^ by dividing the post-search filtered peptide num-
ber (shown in Figure 4a) by its corresponding maximal true
positive PSMs. As shown in Figure 4b, the P-score and e-value
score have similar performance in separating true hits from the
decoy peptides, and are the best two scores in terms of search
specificity (normalized peptide number). These two scores are
followed by the Sequest discriminant score, which encodes
information from three different scores (XCorr, ΔCn, and
SpRank). The Crescendo L-score and XCorr from Sequest
have similar performance and are better than the XCorr score
from Comet. This performance gap of the two XCorr scores

Figure 4. (a) The number of UPS1 peptides identified at differ-
ent FDR thresholds using the Crescendo, Sequest, Comet, and
Mascot scores. For each individual score, we applied the
target-decoy strategy [16] to calculate the number of UPS1
peptides identified at specific FDR thresholds. The Sequest
ΔCn score was not included because it performed less reliably
in differentiating the true PSMs from the decoy ones. (b) The
normalized number of UPS1 peptides identified at different FDR
thresholds using the Crescendo, Sequest, Comet, and Mascot
scores. For each individual score, we applied the target-decoy
strategy [16] to calculate the number of UPS1 peptides identi-
fied at specific FDR thresholds. Each number was further nor-
malized by the total of UPS1 peptides that search engine can
identify (ranging from 0 to 1). The Sequest ΔCn score was not
included because it performed less reliably in differentiating the
true PSMs from the decoy ones

0

0.1
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Figure 5. Overlap between Crescendo PSMs with other
search engines (Sequest, Mascot, and Comet). Each column
denotes the fraction (ranging from 0.0 to 1.0) of UPS1 PSMs
reported by Crescendo that were also identified by the number
of other search engines. For example, column 3 indicates that
56.2% of UPS1 PSMs reported by Crescendo were supported
by all three other search engines (Sequest, Mascot, and Com-
et). Overall, 95.62% of UPS1 PSMs reported by Crescendo
could be cross-validated by at least one other search engine

Figure 6. The number of peptides identified at different FDR
thresholds using Crescendo, Sequest, Comet, and Mascot
(HepG2 sample). For each individual score, we applied the
target-decoy strategy [16] to calculate the number of peptides
identified at specific FDR thresholds. The Sequest ΔCn score
was not included because it performed less reliably in differen-
tiating the true PSMs from the decoy ones
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may be partially explained by the slightly worse maximal
Fisher ratio obtained by Comet as shown in Figure 3. Even
though Mascot was able to identify more total UPS1 peptides
than Sequest (Supplementary Table 1), it seems to achieve a
less discriminant power than the XCorr score used by Sequest
or Comet (Figure 4b).

Another way to verify the search results is to compare the
overlap in the PSMs reported by Crescendo and other search
engines. As shown in Figure 5, among all the USP1 PSMs
identified by Crescendo, more than half (56.2%) of them were
also supported by the other three search engines (Sequest,
Mascot, and Comet). In total, 95.62% of the UPS1 PSMs
reported by Crescendo could be cross-validated by at least
one other search engine. In Supplementary Figure 1, we show
two PSMs that were uniquely identified by Crescendo with
high L-scores. Visual inspection indicates that they are indeed
high-quality tandem MS spectra. A complete list of the pep-
tides that were uniquely identified by Crescendo is shown in
Supplementary Table 6.

To better evaluate the performance of Crescendo, we also
tested the search engine against a sample of higher complexity,
which is the proteolytic digest of HepG2 cells (a human hepa-
tocellular carcinoma cell line). HepG2 whole cell lysates were
digested by trypsin. The resulting peptides were separated by
SCX (strong cation exchange)-HPLC, from which 19 fractions
were collected. Each fraction was then subjected to a second
dimension of separation on an RP (reverse phase)-HPLC col-
umn, which was directly coupled to a Thermo LTQ Velos Pro
Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Peptides were first measured for
their precursor masses. During MS/MS analysis, they were
further fragmented by CID (collision-induced dissociation)
using a top 20 method [10]. We collected a total of 420,897
MS/MS spectra from this HepG2 SCX-RP-LC-MS/MS
sample.

Different from the UPS1 case, the true identities of the
proteins in the HepG2 sample are unavailable. Neverthe-
less, using the target-decoy approach, we could still eval-
uate the performance of the four search engines on this
highly complex sample at specific FDRs. As shown in
Figure 6, Crescendo scores seemed to be more capable of
differentiating true PSMs from decoy ones, as both scores
(L- and P-scores) outperformed their counterparts of Com-
et (Comet XCorr score and e-value). Similar to the UPS1
case, the Crescendo P-score and Comet e-value had more
discriminant power than the Crescendo L-score and Com-
et XCorr score, respectively. Comet and Crescendo as a
group identified more peptides than the LDA discriminant
score of Sequest. Finally, contrary to the UPS1 case, the
Mascot score identified more peptides compared with the
XCorr score employed by Sequest.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two unique scoring functions, namely
the L- and P-scores, which were implemented in a new tandem

MS database search engine, Crescendo. These two scores aim
at achieving higher sensitivities (by using the L-score) and
better specificities (by using the P-score) for database searching
of tandem mass spectra. Results from the analysis of standard
test samples suggest that these two newly-designed scores have
comparable or better performance than scores employed by
various widely used search engines, including Sequest, Mas-
cot, and Comet. As a group, Crescendo and Comet consistently
outperform Sequest and Mascot in terms of the number of
identified peptides at all FDR ranges tested. We expect that
the addition of Crescendo will offer users another viable data-
base search tool for the interpretation of tandem MS spectra,
particularly when used in combination with other existing
search engines.
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